
  

#KEY IDEA 1
Compact object binaries loose angular momentum along 
with energy.

Binary black holes in orbit loose energy 
thereby coming close to each other and 
ultimately merge. This process also 
radiates large amount of orbital angular 
momentum. Thus gravitational waves 
(GWs) not only carry energy but also 
orbital angular momentum. 

 μ ∼ 30 M⊙
r   200 km∼
 ω  10∼ 5  Hz

  
∼ 1034  J

Had the Earth lost orbital angular momentum at this rate; it would collide with 
the sun in 1 ms !!
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#KEY IDEA 2
Plane wave approximation throws away information 
regarding angular momentum radiated.

momentum is proportional to (xʃ i kj – xjki) d3x which 
is zero as d3x is a rotationally invariant measure 
while the others are three vector components. Thus 
in other words, the plane wave approximation throws 
away information about angular momentum. 

This problem can be resolved by looking for 
solutions of the linearized Einstein’s equations 
which are not plane. To carry angular 
momentum a radiation has to have a position 
dependent polarisation tensor which is 
equivalent to having a spacetime dependent 
phase term.

 

#KEY IDEA 2
Plane wave approximation throws away information regarding 
angular momentum radiated.

In plane waves, the direction of momentum transfer (direction of Poynting 
vector) is parallel to the direction of propagation and thus carry no angular 
momentum. More specifically the total orbital angular
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This solutions can be iterated to higher orders!!

#KEY IDEA 3
Gravitational wave beams are essential and carries 

information regarding radiated OAM.

● GWs propagate with the speed of light (null) on 4D flat (Minkowskian) 
spacetime and oscillations are perpendicular to the direction of propagation 
(transverse).

● 4D Minkowskian spacetime can be written as a product of a 2D light cone 
and a 2D flat (Euclidean) surface.

● The polarization which lies on the Euclidean Surface has to have non-trivial 
spatial dependence for such a transverse wave to carry angular momentum. 

Euclidean
We refer to 

these solutions 
with spacetime 

dependent
polarisation as 

gravitational 
wave beams.

Euclidean



  

 

Detection in an interferometer

The green dots represents particles in 
absence of GWs. The red dots are the
position of the same in presence of a 
plane wave. The blue crosses are the
positions due to a passage of a GW 
beam.

GWs stretch and contract spacetime thus creating a 
strain which can be detected by a Michelson-like 

interferometer.
For plane waves strain induced due to gravitational 

wave is constant.
If we consider a GW beam strain is not constant or is 

a function of coordinates.
What this means is a circular ring of particles which
changes to an ellipse upon the passage of plane waves 

gets distorted.

         Conclusion                        
Gravitational waves should have a spacetime 
dependent polarization. Detection of this effect is 
crucial for a direct measurement of angular 
momentum. A direct measurement of angular 
momentum shall give a new handle to constrain 
the source. The specifications of instruments 
required to measure such effects is yet to be 
studied.

The blue dots show the 
phase shift for a plane 
wave while the solid line 
shows the shift for a 
Gaussian beam.
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